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A SHIFT IN
MOMENTUM
Contested in Omaha, Nebraska every spring, the
College World Series brings together baseball
teams fortunate enough to have won their
regional tournaments, as well as top NCAA
individual talent on these squads. Many of these
highly ranked players have already committed to
participating at the pro level when the
tournament concludes, having proven their
capabilities during their collegiate years. This
year’s final, best of three series, was contested
between the Oregon State University (OSU)
Beavers facing the University of Arkansas
Razorbacks, with a combined seventeen players
having been selected in the 2018 MLB draft.
Oregon State was unable to develop any
momentum during the early part of the series,
and the Razorbacks won game one by the score
of 4-1. Game two again had the “Hogs” leading by
the score of 3-2 going into the top of the last
inning, with two outs, a two balls two strike count
on the batter, and their “go-to” closer on the
mound. An Arkansas victory appeared to be
secured as Oregon State’s batter hit a pop fly into
foul territory down the first base line. From the
comfort of my couch and even more so for those
in the bleachers, it appeared to be a challenging
yet catchable ball, expected to end the game and
give the Razorbacks their desired World Series
championship. Unfortunately, this was not to be
the case as the ball hit the ground in between
three converging defensemen, leaving the
fielders looking at each other in confusion and
disappointment. The ESPN producers then
directed their TV camera towards the Arkansas
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head coach sitting on the bench, who appeared stunned by the play and with an
ominous look on his face. Momentum is important in sports and the investment
markets.
While the outcome of anything is never certain, even surrounded by top talent and with
your ace on the mound, a single surprise event can become the unexpected catalyst for
a shift in momentum. This was indeed the case as minutes later, with just one strike and
thefinal out remaining to end the game, the same OSU batter, now having been given a
renewed opportunity, singled to bring in the tying run from third base. The following
batter, a first round draft pick by the Minnesota Twins, then “jacked” a two-run homer
over the right field fence to put the Beavers up 5-3. Despite best efforts, Arkansas was
unable to recover from this devastating setback, losing game two, while also losing game
three the following evening by the lopsided score of 5-0. In this astonishing turnaround,
the OSU Beavers celebrated their series victory with their unexpected freshman hero
pitcher, who had just thrown a complete game shutout, now laying at the bottom of the
dogpile.
The financial markets have resembled that of a competitive baseball game, having
experienced their own versions of unexpected events, moments of excitement and
disappointment, and changes in momentum during the most recent quarter and first
half of the year. Due to improved sentiment and economic momentum, the investment
environment was favorable going into 2018. In response, the equity markets moved to
new highs, despite rising rates and being late in the economic cycle. Although valuations
were higher than long term byan accelerating rate of economic growth, moderate
inflation, still accommodative monetary policy, favorable earnings and upward market
momentum, while yet to experience the speculative “blow off” rally usually experienced
at end of the bull market phase. The benefits of the tax cuts were sinking in, confidence
levels were rising, and investors were prepared to charge the field.Then, just as investors
were embracing the favorable theme, renewed talk of canceling trade agreements and
the potential for “trade wars” entered into the equation, causing the market’s tone to
change. Trump’s pitching style, which consists of throwing high and inside brush back
fast balls to back batters off the plate, raises the ire of the opposition, and threatening to
charge the mound should they get hit by an intentional beanball. This aggressive style
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differs dramatically from the previous
administration who chose to throw BP
softballs to keep the opposing team content.
Unexpectedly, the favorable decisions
resulting from the recently passed tax cuts,
including new capital investment, robust
hiring plans, and expansion strategies, were
now potentially in need of reconsideration.
Business leaders were compelled to assess
what impact any tariffs would have on their
existing business practices and processes,
revenues, sourcing vendors, costs, and
profitability. This caused investors to call
timeout and go to concession stand.n
reaction
to
the
media’s
headline
proclamations of a pending “trade war”, the
investment
outlook
became
highly
uncertain. Whether trade threats were
purely negotiation posturing or would be
fully implemented, the implementation of
tariffs has the effect of offsetting at least
some of the positive effects of tax cuts. As a
result, the economic backdrop turned
slightly
less
favorable,
and
bullishly
positioned investors began shaking their
heads in dismay. NAFTA and EU trade
agreements are in play, but China remains
the primary target of the administration’s
effort to level the global trade playing field.
This is partially a result of China’s outsized
trade surpluses, but most importantly their
theft of technology, their protective support
of local, government-run businesses, as well
as demands they place on businesses
wishing to do business in China.
The resulting risk aversion caused investors
to move towards safer asset classes and
sectors, contrary to the optimistic portfolio
positioning more aligned with a robust
recovery. Active managers who had put their
economically sensitive home run hitters in
the lineup underperformed as a result.
Already benefitting from a strong domestic
recovery and rising real rates, the U.S. dollar
rallied 5% against major global currencies
during the second quarter, contrary to many
strategists’ views looking for weakness.
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International developed and emerging market returns suffered, with emerging market
indices faring the worst. Chinese stocks, representing over 32% of the MSCI Emerging
Market index, were most exposed to the direct and indirect consequences of trade
tariffs. Additionally, repayment of dollar-denominated debt becomes more challenging
for overseas borrowers when foreign currencies weaken against the dollar, as do
investment returns. As an example, the Shanghai and Shenzhen Indices were down over
10% and 13% for the 2nd quarter, respectively, but down 13% and 17% in U.S. dollar
terms. The developed EAFE index generated a total return of +4.3% for Euro based
investors but was down 0.9% for U.S. investors when converted to dollars. European
economic conditions continued to weaken during the 2nd quarter, were negatively
influenced by Italy’s election (concern for a possible exit from the Eurozone depending
on the election outcome), as well as future economic uncertainties due to potential
tariffs.
With international markets challenged, investors showed preference for U.S. domiciled
companies during the quarter, recognizing the total size, strength, and importance of the
U.S. economy puts the U.S. in a strong negotiating position, and ability to prevail in a
bench clearing brawl. The large cap. Russell 1000 index was up over 3.5% on a total
return basis. Large domestic companies benefited from their exposure to the superior
economic conditions in the U.S., including expected 2nd quarter GDP growth of roughly
4%, but also hampered by their international business exposures, and uncertainty on
trade. The real performance hero during the quarter was from the freshman class,
represented by the Russell Micro-cap. index, up almost 10% during the quarter. This subindex consists of the smallest 1000 stocks in the Russell 2000 small cap. index, which
itself was up a respectable 7.75% for the quarter. Despite their lofty valuations relative to
historical multiples, small cap. companies are more immune to the uncertainties of
international trade and will realize the greatest earnings benefit from the reduction in
corporate tax rates. Investors piled into this asset class, participating in its upward
momentum.
Momentum persisted in the 2nd quarter for the growth style of investing, with the Russell
3000 Growth index up 5.9% versus the Russell 3000 Value style up 1.7%. Momentum
also prevailed for the technology and consumer discretionary sectors on improved
spending patterns, while the energy sector recovered due to rising oil prices on tighter
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supply and Iran sanctions. The weakest areas were in the financial sector, due to yield spread
compression, and in the industrial sector due to trade concerns. Unexpected positive
performance was seen in the real estate and utility sectors, as investors embraced their defensive
positioning and higher dividend yields, consistent with the quarter end rally in the bond market.
As they say, “defense wins ball games.”
The economic outlook remains favorable, and valuation attractive as forward Price/Earnings
multiples for the S&P500 have retreated to their 25-year average of 16.1x. While we remain
constructive on the equity markets, on a shorter-term basis we are more cautious as the preelection months have historically been weak. We have made no major changes to our allocation
positioning, anticipating the strength of the economy will prevail and trade issues will be resolved
favorably. However, we are keeping a close eye on the ball for a change in momentum, including a
move towards value and improved results from international positions, watching for unexpected
events from wherever they may appear, giving ourselves enough time to make the play.
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Investing involves risks including loss of principal. Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risks as well.
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